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INTRODUCTION 
Let B denote a bounded rz-dimensional domain of real variables 
(4 = ( xi, x2,. . . , x,) and DT the product space {(x, t) ; N E B, 0 < t < T}. 
R and L>r are the closures of B and D r, aB is the boundary of B, and Sr 
is the cylinder {(x, t); x E aB, 0 < t < T}. 
In this paper we consider the nonlinear parabolic system 
L(u) = f(x, t, u, w), 
ax ~.- 
at = g(x, t, 21, w), 
with coefficients defined in Dr and functions /, g defined for all values 
of the llariables (x, t, zc, w) in a region R of (x, t, u, w)-space. In this 
space f is a nonincreasing function of w, g a nondecreasing function of 24 
and both satisfy a uniform Lipschita condition 
[Q, f, 211’ q) - h(x, t, up w&J < M(lu, - $1 + IL.11 - k’*(), (1.2) 
where (x, t) E Dr, (x, t, ui, wr) and (x, t, u2, w2) s R and k E f or g. 
In Section I, it is shown that the solutions of this equation contained 
in R satisfy comparison theorems similar to those for parabolic equations 
of the second order in one dependent variable. More specifically, if 
‘41, wi and tc2, w2 are two pairs of continuous functions defined in D, which 
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satisfy the pair of equations (1.1) in DT and the inequalities, ui < us on 
ST and u1 < us, w1 < wa at t = 0 on B, then ur < us and wr < w8 in D,. 
These results readily lead to uniqueness proofs for the Dirichlet and 
related problems in much the same way as the maximum principle for 
parabolic equations does, 
In Section II, the comparison theorems are used in conjunction with 
theorems on a priori estimates for and existence of solutions of linear 
parabolic equations of the second order due to Friedman [l] to derive 
corresponding estimates and prove the existence of solutions of the 
system (1.1). 
Such systems arise naturally in problems concerning the distribution 
of a substance diffusing through a medium in local accordance with 
Fick’s first law [2] and simultaneously interacting with a second immo- 
bilized phase. Crank considers a number of problems of this nature in 
his book The hdathematics of Diffusion [3]. 
The methods used in this paper are readily generalized and applied 
to systems involving many dependent variables (u’, w’), (r = 1, 2,. . . , Q ; 
s= 1,2,..., 4) such as those describing the multigroup diffusion of 
neutrons [4] in fissionable matter or the flux of heat and moisture through 
porous solids. The comparison theorems in particular are valid when L(u) 
is replaced by nonlinear parabolic or elliptic operators. 
I. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
Consider the set ET of function pairs (u, w) which are defined and 
continuous in Dr and which at each point of DT possess continuous 
uniformly bounded partial derivatives au/at, awl&?, au/axi, a2u/ax, axi 
satisfying the pair of equations (1.1). It can be shown by an elementary 
argument that &o/at exists on ST for each member of ET and satisfies 
the equation aw/at = g(x, t, u, w) there. In particular, if zt is given on 
ST and u and w on B at t = 0, then w is determined on ST. 
We now show that if (u,, w,) and (us, w2) belong to ET, while ur ,( ua 
on ST and u1 < u2, wr < ws on B at t = 0, then u1 < u2 and w1 < w2 
in Dr. This result leads immediately to a uniqueness proof for the 
Dirichlet problem; for if ur, w1 and us, ws belong to ET and satisfy 
the boundary conditions ul = u2 = u,,(x, t) on ST and u1 = us = u,,(x, 0), 
wi = ws = wO(x, 0) on B at t = 0, then u1 < us < u1 and w1 < ws < w1 
in Dr. These inequalities imply u1 G u2 and wl E We in Dr. 
THEOREM 1. Stifipose, 
(a) ul, wi, z1s, ws exist and aye continuous ilz D,; 
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(b) their second order xi-derivatives and first order t-deri/~afiz~es exist 
and are wziformly bounded in b, alld satisfy there the dif,/ereatial in- 
equalities 
(c) u1 < u2 on ST, aa1 < u2, w1 < wp on B at f = 0. 
Then ul < at2 and z~.~~ < w2 in Dr. 
PROOF: Suppose, contrary to the statement of the theorem, there is 
a point P in DT where ur > u2 or ZE’~ >, u’a. Then there is a point (.T’, T’) 
in & such that I+ < us, xl1 < we in Dr, while ztr = ~6~ at (x’, T’), .x1 in B, 
or or = tit2 at (x’, T’), x’ in 8. At the point (x’, T’) we have in the first 
instant, ~r = ‘~a, ZU~ < -We, L(u,) < L(u,) by an argument using a theorem 
of Paraf and Fejer (see [7]) and f(x’, T’, z~r, vr) >, f(x’, T’, u2, wZ), since 
f is a nonincreasing function of ~1. Since these inequalities imply 
L(u~) - f(x’. T’, zbr, WJ < L(u,) - 1(x’, T’, ~a, ~a) at (x’, T’), condi- 
tion (b) is violated. In the second case, awl/at > aw,,jat at (x’, T’) since 
al1 < ~a in Dr and g(x’, T’, zcr, ~1~) < g(x’, T’, ‘~a, ZQ) at the same point 
from the condition that g is a nondecreasing function of ‘rd.. These in- 
equalities contradict the second condition (b). It must therefore be 
concluded that ur < U, and wlr < ZC~~ in Dr. 
This result is readily sharpened by making use of the Lipschitz condi- 
tions on f and g. 
THEOREM 2. S~uppose, 
(a) ul, u2, wl, w2 exist and are continuous in BT. 
(b) Their second order xi-derivatizjes and first order t-derivatives exist 
and are uniformly bounded in D =, satisfying there th.e inequalities 
PROOF: Define Us s ua + ile”‘t and w2 E wp + AeA*‘t where 2 and M’ 
are positive constants and M’ is greater than the upper bounds of 2M 






C-h,) - f(% t, 3,741 
= f(% t, f+, w2) - f(X, t, ua. wa) + aL(e"'t) 
< leMrt [2M + c(x, t) - M’] 
<O 
= g(x. 6 u2, w2) - g(x, t, ua, WA) + AM’ ebfZ 
> Ae”“(M’ - 2M) 
>O 
we see that 
azl, 
__ - g(x, t, Ul, q) < ?$ - g(x, t, 21,x, WA) at 
for all values of 1. 
Now u1<u2<ua on ST and u,<u2<uA, w1<w2<w~ on B at 
t = 0 and so by Theorem 1 u1 < uA and wI < wa in b, for all positive 
values of 1. Since 441 -* u2 and Ze!a --r w2 as il -+ 0, u1 < u2 and WI < w2 
in DT. 
The function pairs defined by conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 
also satisfy strong comparison theorems similar to those for parabolic 
equations proved in [6]. 
THEOREM 3. Sufipose ul, u2, wl, w2 have continuous derioatives in LIT 
and satisfy condilions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 2. Then uI s u2 in nT 
if u1 = u2 at (x, T), x in B, while w1 = w2 at (x’, t) for all t in [O, T] if 
x’ E B and wI = w2 at (x’, T). Moreozter, if f is a strictly decreasing func- 
tion of w alzd g a strictly increasing function of u, then u1 G u2 and w1 E w2 
in DT if u1 = u, OY wI = w2 at any point (x, T), x in B. 
THEOREM 4. Su@ose ul, u2, wl, w2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem .3, 
and ~PZ addition. 
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(d) lL1 < u2, in 07., uI = ad2 at a $oint (x,, T) w S,, adhere x0 is (I 
poirzt common to aB and the boundary of an open, hvpersphere contai,red 
itt B. The~z, if x0 lies at a distalzcc u from x0 OIZ (I fixed rzwztn~rz,ue?ztial live 
throug~l .\‘,,, 
This theorem can be used as the basis for a uniqueness proof where 
the boundary conditions for u on ST are of the form duido = 4(x, t, II) 
provided I,+!J(x, t, zt) is a nondecreasing function of z( and every point of aH 
has the property required of .x0 in Theorem 1. 
The following system is of particular interest. 
where f(td, W) is a strictly increasing function of ti and a strictly decreasing 
function of WI, satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition 
If@', 7k") - ](a/', 7P")] < M(lu' - Zl"j + 17k" - -,,"I) 
and finally is positive for all positive u when k’ = 0 and negative for 
similar u values when zo is sufficiently large. It may be that w is bounded 
below by zero and above by a saturation value TV, in which case f(u, TI‘) 
is negative. 
For any value ui of u there is a unique value ~8, of ~1 for which 
j(u,, ~1) = 0. The function pair (or, wi) belongs to the class ET associated 
with equation (1.3) and so the functions of this class satisfy the following 
masimum principle : 
If (u, 721) E E,; zt < 1 on Sr; ‘u < A, w < p on B at / = 0 and 
/(A. !I) = 0; then u < I and zi’ < ,U in DT. 
Preiiminarids 
II. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 




d(P, Q) = (Ix - x’12 + It - t’l)l~ if P = (x, t), 
HaG [v] is the Holder coefficient of v in G. 
If or is differentiable, we also define 
Finally, we define 
where 






Jv(x, t) - v(x’, t’)] 
(x,t)::;:;t')~G 1% - %‘I + It - f) ’ 
If (viqG exists, then we say v is of class 0. If v E Cl and &/ax, E Cl for 
all i, then we say v E C2. 
We say the surface S is of class Cq if S can be locally represented 
in the form 
xj = k(x,, . . .) q-1, xj+1, . . .) &, t) (2.7) 
for some i and the functions k are of class CQ. We cover S by a finite 
number of neighborhoods Sj each of which has a fixed global representa- 
tion of the form (2.7) with k of class Cq. Now let v(x, t) be any function 
defined on S. Using the local representation (2.7), v becomes, on each Si, 
a function of 1~ variables which vary in an n-dimensional domain which 
we denote by Zi. We then define 
[v/j? = max /vi:. w3) 
We need also the following assumptions on the operator L(u) of (1.1). 
(A) L is of parabolic type in D r, that is, there exists a positive number 
H,, such that, for all (x, t) ED, and for any real vector [, 
(2.9) 
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(B) n,j, bi, and c are Holder continuous (exponent a) in Dr and in 
addition, aij are of class Cr. Thus 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
The functions f(x, f, u, w), g(~, t, u, W) will be assumed to satisfy the 
conditions : 
(C) f and g are Holder continuous (exponent a) in Dr for each fised 
\,alue of ‘11 and w in R. 
(D) f and g satisfy the Lipschitz condition 
lh(x, f, ad, w’) - h(x, t, u”, ,“)I < M(lu’ - u”~ + Jw’ - w”() 
at every point (x, t) in Dr. 
(E) j is a nonincreasing function of w and y is a nondecreasing func- 
tion of 24. 
Let us note two theorems proved by Friedman in ilj which form the 
basis of the existence proof in this section. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that the lateral boundary ST of DT is both of 
classes C2 and c” +Or, that L(u) satisfies the assumfitions (A), (B) arzd that 
$(x, t) is locally Hiilder continuous in Dr. Assume, finally, that there 
exists a function * of class C2 +a in DT which coincides with the gizrefl. 
boujrdary co+tditions uo(x, t) on ST and on B at f = 0. Then there exists 
a solution of the system 
L(u) = 4(x, t) for (x, t) in DT, 
,u = ua(x, t) for (x, t) on Sr and on B at t = 0. 
Furthermore, the solution is of class C’ +p ifz DT for any 0 < fi < 1 artd 
of class C” + y in D, for some y > 0. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that ST belongs to both Cs and C2 +% and that L 
satisfies both (A) and (B). Let +(x, t) b e a continuous function i72 B, a& 
let ZL(.Y, f) be a solution of the system. 
L(u) = 4(x, t) in DT, 
‘a.4 = J, on Sr and on B at t = 0. 
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Then for any positive 6 < 1, there exists a constant K dependira,? 0nl.v OIL 
S, H,, H,, H, and on the domain DT such that 
Iul lid dK(I4lo + Iv%). 
Existence of Solutions 
With the aid of theorems 5 and 6 and the comparison Theorem 2, 
we can establish the existence of solutions of the system (1.1). 
THEOREM 7. Assume ST belongs to C2 and C2ta, L satisfies (A), (B) 
and f(x, t, u, w), g(x, t, u, w) satisfy (C), (D), (E). Assume finally that 
there exists a function # of class C2 +Or in D, which coincides with the given 
boundary conditions u0 of u on S T and on B at t = 0. Then th.ere exists 
a solution of the system 
u = uo(x, t) on ST and 0% B at t = 0, 
w = wo(x, 0) on I3 at t = 0 
provided w&x, 0) is Hiilder continuous (exponerzt u) on 8, and there exists 
junction flairs (u’, w’), (u”, w”) continuous in l>r and possessing contilz- 
uous bounded derivatives in DT satisfying the system of inequalities 
L(u’) - f(x, 1, u’, 20’) > 0 > L(u”) - f(x, t, u’(, w”), 
ad 
__ - g(x, t, u’, w’) < 0 d 
adI 
at 
__ - g(x, t, u”, Id’), at 
u’(x, t) <u&x, t) < u”(x, t) on ST and on I? at t = 0, 
w’(x, 0) < wo(x, 0) < w”(x, 0) on B at t = 0. 
Furthermore, u is of class Cl fS in DT for any 0 < /I < 1 and of class 
C2 +Y in D, for some y > 0, while w and awl&? are of class C” in D,. 
PROOF: Consider the set of functions defined by the systems 
L(u,) - Mu, = f(x, t, u”, w”) - Mu”, 
2 + Miq = g(x, t, u”, w”) + Mw”, 
L(u,)-M~w,=f(x,t,21n-1,wn-1)-Mun-1, (2.12) 
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in D, for II = 2,3,. . . ; 
U, = u,, (n > 1) on ST and on B at t = 0, 
w, = zoo (n > 1) on B at f = 0. 
Let us first note that if u,,-~, 1*1,-~ are Hiilder continuous with 
exponent u in Dr, then so are the functions 
f,,-1(x,t) _f[x,t,u,-l(X,t),~‘,,-,(x,1)j, 
&-1(X, t) G g[x, 1,%-,(X, t),w- 1(x, t):. 
Theorem 5 then implies that U, exists and is HGlder continuous with 
exponent IX in DT. Now, 
in Dr and so w,(x, 1) exists and is HGlder continuous with esponent Q in 
the same region. 
Since u”, w” are certainly Hijlder continuous with exponent a we 
see by induction that u, and II.?, exist and are Hijlder continuous (expo- 
nent a) in D,. Furthermore 
We shall next show that tb’< u,< u, _ 1 < u” in DT for all n >, 2. 
This follows readily from comparison theorems since 
lL(u,) - Mu,] - [L(u”) - Mu”] = f(x, t, u”, w”) -- L(u”) 3 0, 
and since u1 < u”, al1 < W” on the boundaries of DT, these inequalities 
also hold in the interior. Now 
[wl) - MU”1 - [Wn-1) - Mu,-11 
=f(X,t,u,-~,w”-~) -f(x,t,u,-.L,W,-2) -M(zl,-1--lb,-o_), 
= g(x, t, u, _ 1, zi’, _ 1) - g(x, t, I.& - “, wn - 2) + M(W” - 1 - U’,, - 2). 
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Hence, if u,-i < u, -s, ZO, -i < ~1, -2 in Br- then U, < U, -i and 
Z’, < w, -1 in the same region and so by induction we see that 
u,<u,.-l< . . . < ui < u” in Dr. Again, since 
[L(u,) - Mu,,] - [L(d) - Mu’] 
> g(x,t,un-l,w,-1) - g(x,t,u’, w’) + M(w,-1 - za’) 
in DT, u, > d, w,, > w’ in Dr if u,-r > zl’ and w,-i > w’ in the same 
region. Since u” > u’ and w” > w’ in Dr, an induction argument shows 
that u, > u’ and M, 2. w’ in Dr. 
Now u,, being bounded in DT (by u’ and u”), implies that fn(x, t) 
is too, and so jti,(1+d is bounded in DT by a constant K’ independent 
of n. The set of functions zd,, w, form monotonic decreasing sequences 
which are bounded below at each point of Dr. The limits of these 
sequences exist and define functions 21, w in Dr. 
Evidently 
b(p) - u(Q) I< t%(P) - M’) I + I@) - 4Q) I + I%@) - u,(Q) 
W'~Q)16 [W', Q)l' [W'~Q)18 [W~Q)18 
where P, Q belong to Dr. The third term is uniformly bounded for all IZ 
in f)r, while the first two may be made as small as desired by a sufficiently 
large choice of the value for n. In consequence, u is Holder continuous 
(exponent B) in Dr. 
We now show that DY is also Holder continuous in b, with exponent a. 
If (xi, tl) and (x2, tz) lie in bT, 
I%(~l, 4) - w&?, &)I G I%(% 4) - %(X1, &)I + Iwn(xp tz) - wz(XD &)I. 
Now 
.+ W&T 4 = 5 eMx {gn - 1(x, 4 + Mw,s - 1(x, 4} dz + wo(4 
0 
and since u, _ i and w,- i are uniformly bounded in Dr we see that 
Iwnh, 4) - wk tz) (< K”lt, - tzj 
in bT for a constant K” independent of 12 and (x1, tJ, (xr, tz) in bT. 
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NOW if p,(t) s \w,,(,x~, t) - wn(x2, t)j, and Q&j FE lr{,,(xI, 0 - ~4~~2, 4 I 
we can write 
eJft P,(t) < Me”“[P,-l(z) + Qnpl(z)] dz + P,(O) 
U 
and by induction we see that 
where 
ij, = Max (~“(q, z) - w”(xz, z)/, 
0<a<t 
Since A, -+ 0 as Y --, 00 and LY,“= o 1, exists and is bounded by efMt, while 
0, is bounded uniformly above for all r, Z:I h 0, A+, - Y is bounded for 
all II. Thus, 
where 0 = 1.u.b. &. 
It was shown earlier that @(xi, ti) - w(xi, tz)) < K’jt, - t,l in D,, 
and so =1(x, t) is Holder continuous (exponent 6) in D, provided W”(X) 
is on B. Under the assumptions of the theorem, u and w are certainly 
Holder continuous with exponent M in br. This is sufficient to ensure 
that the system 
L(u*) - Mu* = f(x, t, u, w) - Mu, 
“$ + Mm* = g(x, t, u, w) + MUI, 
u* = u. on Sr and on B at t = 0, 
w* = w. on B at t = 0 
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has a solution u*, W* with u* of class C’ +Ir in DT for any 0 < ,C < I 
and also of class C* +?J in D, for some y > 0. 
Now 
L(u* - z&J - M(u* - tin) = $(x, t) 
= I(% t, 219 w) - f(% t, %z- 1, WI - 1) + M(u, - 1 - 2s) 
and (u* - u,) = 0 on the boundaries of DT while 
I#W)l~M(l- %-llf [z- w-11) 
in D,. 
Since Iu* - u ,,I < K/r/(x, t)i and tends to zero as 1~ tends to infinity, 
U* coincides with u in b,. Hence u is of class C1 +B in DT and of class 
c2fy in b,. 
A similar argument employing the equation 
aW* 
T + Mw* = g(x, t, u, w) + Mw 
shows that w* and w coincide in D,. Thus &o/at exists and moreover is 
Hijlder continuous with esponent a in bT since g, 11, and zej are also. 
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